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Forward to next May: TAKE

YOUR SEATS

”were

The latest SoutheWest Area Conference in Exeter on June 16th was an interesting and
worthwhile day, although the number attending was less than usual. The conference;
- theme was elections - looking
back to recent experiences in local and euro-elections
and forward to the County Council elections of may 1985 and beyond.,

ihe local elections this May in places like. Exeter and Bristol were discussed in
depth. Bristol had a full slate of 23 candidates but the results were on the whole
disappointing. many people at the conference felt it was better at present to select
a few promising wards to contest and put all efforts into a good campaign there. Never—
theless it was agreed that Bristol's effort was 'a masterpiece of election planning’,

and they seem keen to contest all the Avon seats in next Nay's County electi0n§1”“"””““”w“'J
The 'ﬂake your Seats' idea , where we symbolically claim the number of Council seats
due to us on a preportional basis, had a lot of support and is likely to be taken:up
in Devon and Avon. It is anticipated that there will be about 50 Eco candidates in

Devon (out of a maximum 90), and that a-common Devon County manifesto will be produced.
On one point everyone was agreed: electioneering is a yearhround activity - not just
a three week one. Next May's election campaign starts NOW. we need to combine professionalisn 211th long-term planning and seizing

fhe Euro-election count had not taken

opportunities.
'

place at the time of the conference
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The agenda will include a discu381on.on X

ﬂunomination campaign’ and mock b311°t
{see page 2)
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interviewing, the media, etc. Agenda items
I
to Steve Shaw or Anna
Pawlyn.
COPYQDATE for next 3w ECOEnES is sept. 50th
for publication on October 20th at Area

Conference (copies to be collected).
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Those Eco people who went to Totnes for the counting of the-votes in the Bevon

Euro—elections on Sunday 17th June had good reason to feel pleased with themselves.

First, Peter Christie obtained the creditable vote of 6919(os 3.4%) of the poll.
VLater we heard the good news that our_sister Greens in Germanye Belgium and Holland
had gained a total of 11 seats._In fact Die Grunen acheived the_Spectacularly

successful vote of Bﬁiand will have-7 Euro MPs.
There is no doubt that Pater's vote
was a good one. For the first time since

In Bristol we decided not to contest the

Euro-election a long tine ago. In the
end though we pulled off quite.a big
media splash by carrying out an alter-

those heady days of 1979 I came out of
an election count having seen more Eco

votes than.I expected. Of course, we;

native idea circulated nationally. This

were lucky to have an excellent candidate

involved obtaining 600 signatures on a

mock nomination/petition calling for the

scrapping of election deposits (£600 in
this case) and replacement by far more

l.Peterjgave better than he got in the

public debates. But I do think that we

nomination signatures.

have seen a cha go in voter_attitudes.

The conventional parties have been trying
to win the Green Vote in this election

We did not quite make it — 586 names a
in the ten days between the end of the
local elections‘and close of Euro nominations. Nevertheless there followed
press coverage (some-large pieces) and 1

seas never before. Ehoy have been picking

‘

radio interviews.’

On Euro—polling day we had a mock ballot

up messages that ordinary peeple are at

using preportional representation (STV) A

last beginning to concern themselves

routside some polling-stations. Our res—
ults gave the alliance a narrow win

with Green Issues.
This election can I believe be a

watershed for the Ecology Party. we must
use the European results as a launching

over Labour on first preferences with
Eco-gaining 18%L is a result we gained'

valuable data on the origin of our

’second preferences and were able to

predict a Labour Euro win in Bristol
under Pit.
330th local radio stations and HIV rep—

pad for better thingse To do so we must
worh hard and to use two of the themes
which;emerged.from the recent area confn

orted our ballot_and we got a front page
picture in a local paper.

Relatively speaking, an.unprecedented
success on the publicity front. This is
the kind of visibility we need adl year.
CHRIS KOSE
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ank all those dedicated.folders and addressers and deliverers who

put in so much effort - it really heartened me to.go round Devon and so_many people
working together — there must have been over 100 of you.. my biggest thanks go to

*ny agent Roger ‘nemo a minute' Joanes and the press agent noger ‘hold the front
page'.Giles — the latter Roger's work was so successful that at least_2 editors of
local newspapers got vitriolic calls from the Tories complaining about the large

'

amount of coverage we were getting:

rear you all again and see you in 1989 I hope:
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